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THE DRAMA OF LOVE AND DEATH
A STUDY OF HUMAN EVOLUTION AND TRANSFIGURATION
EMOTIONAL BALANCE
Hay House, Inc Dr Roy Martina has developed a powerful comprehensive healing system called 'Omega healing'. This
preventative system has been acknowledged as one of the most powerful healing techniques currently available. It
tackles the root cause of problems – not just the symptoms. Balancing the emotional body and returning to our core
essence restores us to greater health, ease and happiness. This fantastic CD package collects together some of Roy's
most powerful teachings on this subject, along with meditations that will allow you to implement its incredible eﬀects
in your life. The ﬁrst section provides an excellent introduction to Roy's background and how he came to heal himself
using his Omega Healing technique. The second section features four incredible meditations that will allow you to heal
every aspect of your life. The ﬁrst provides energy and vitality. The second is a relaxing visualisation for the end of the
day. The third helps with releasing feelings. The fourth helps heal traumas in our past lives. These meditations,
recorded live in London and exclusively for Hay House showcase one of the brightest new voices in healing.
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JOURNAL OF HOMOEOPATHICS
FIVE SHORT STORIES
AMERICAN MEDICINAL PLANTS
AN ILLUSTRATED AND DESCRIPTIVE GUIDE TO THE AMERICAN PLANTS USED AS HOMOEOPATHIC REMEDIES :
THEIR HISTORY, PREPARATION, CHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
THE ILLUSTRATED VIRAGO BOOK OF WOMEN TRAVELLERS
Virago Press Women move through the world diﬀerently from men. The constraints and perils, the perceptions and
complex emotions women journey with are diﬀerent. For many women, the inner landscape is as important as the
outer. This does not mean that the woman traveller is not politically aware, historically astute or in touch with the
customs and language of the place, but it does mean that a woman cannot travel and not be aware of her body and the
limitations her sex presents. This illustrated edition of The Virago Book of Women Travellers captures 300 years of
wanderlust. Some of the women are observers of the world in which they wander and others are more active. Often
they are storytellers, weaving tales about the people they encounter. Whether it is curiosity about the world or escape
from personal tragedy, these women approached their journeys with wit, intelligence, compassion and empathy for the
lives of others.

PHILOMENA (MOVIE TIE-IN)
A MOTHER, HER SON, AND A FIFTY-YEAR SEARCH
Penguin New York Times Bestseller The heartbreaking true story of an Irishwoman and the secret she kept for 50 years
When she became pregnant as a teenager in Ireland in 1952, Philomena Lee was sent to a convent to be looked after
as a “fallen woman.” Then the nuns took her baby from her and sold him, like thousands of others, to America for
adoption. Fifty years later, Philomena decided to ﬁnd him. Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atlantic, Philomena’s
son was trying to ﬁnd her. Renamed Michael Hess, he had become a leading lawyer in the ﬁrst Bush administration,
and he struggled to hide secrets that would jeopardize his career in the Republican Party and endanger his quest to
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ﬁnd his mother. A gripping exposé told with novelistic intrigue, Philomena pulls back the curtain on the role of the
Catholic Church in forced adoptions and on the love between a mother and son who endured a lifelong separation.

FILM MUSIC
HISTORY, AESTHETIC-ANALYSIS, TYPOLOGIES
Ricordi - Bmg Ricordi (MGB). Comprehensive text on the history of ﬁlm music, including in-depth chapters on Silent
Cinema, Sound Cinema, Aesthetic Theories, Music and Animated Cinema, and much more.

RELIGION
Schopenhauer is one of the few philosophers who can be generally understood without a commentary. All his theories
claim to be drawn direct from the facts, to be suggested by observation, and to interpret the world as it is; and
whatever view he takes, he is constant in his appeal to the experience of common life. This characteristic endows his
style with a freshness and vigor which would be diﬃcult to match in the philosophical writing of any country, and
impossible in that of Germany. If it were asked whether there were any circumstances apart from heredity, to which he
owed his mental habit, the answer might be found in the abnormal character of his early education, his acquaintance
with the world rather than with books, the extensive travels of his boyhood, his ardent pursuit of knowledge for its
own sake and without regard to the emoluments and endowments of learning. He was trained in realities even more
than in ideas; and hence he is original, forcible, clear, an enemy of all philosophic indeﬁniteness and obscurity; so that
it may well be said of him, in the words of a writer in the Revue Contemporaine, ce n'est pas un philosophe comme les
autres, c'est un philosophe qui a vu le monde.

PIRACY, SLAVERY, AND REDEMPTION
BARBARY CAPTIVITY NARRATIVES FROM EARLY MODERN ENGLAND
Columbia University Press At last available in a modern, annotated edition, these tales describe combat at sea,
extraordinary escapes, and religious conversion, but they also illustrate the power, prosperity, and piety of Muslims in
the early modern Mediterranean.
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HOW TO LIVE
OR A LIFE OF MONTAIGNE IN ONE QUESTION AND TWENTY ATTEMPTS AT AN ANSWER
Other Press, LLC Winner of the 2010 National Book Critics Circle Award for Biography How to get along with people,
how to deal with violence, how to adjust to losing someone you love—such questions arise in most people’s lives. They
are all versions of a bigger question: how do you live? How do you do the good or honorable thing, while ﬂourishing
and feeling happy? This question obsessed Renaissance writers, none more than Michel Eyquem de Monatigne,
perhaps the ﬁrst truly modern individual. A nobleman, public oﬃcial and wine-grower, he wrote free-roaming
explorations of his thought and experience, unlike anything written before. He called them “essays,” meaning
“attempts” or “tries.” Into them, he put whatever was in his head: his tastes in wine and food, his childhood
memories, the way his dog’s ears twitched when it was dreaming, as well as the appalling events of the religious civil
wars raging around him. The Essays was an instant bestseller and, over four hundred years later, Montaigne’s honesty
and charm still draw people to him. Readers come in search of companionship, wisdom and entertainment—and in
search of themselves. This book, a spirited and singular biography, relates the story of his life by way of the questions
he posed and the answers he explored. It traces his bizarre upbringing, youthful career and sexual adventures, his
travels, and his friendships with the scholar and poet Étienne de La Boétie and with his adopted “daughter,” Marie de
Gournay. And we also meet his readers—who for centuries have found in Montaigne an inexhaustible source of answers
to the haunting question, “how to live?”

GRASPING THE WIND
Paradigm Publications Point names, the traditional means of identifying acupoints, have meanings that are hard to
grasp. This text promotes understanding of each point's use in acupuncture practice by considering the meaning,
context and signiﬁcance of each. The 363 points covered are listed according to the system currently in use in China.

THE YELLOW EMPEROR'S CLASSIC OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
Univ of California Press The Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Internal Medicine has become a landmark in the history of
Chinese civilization. Written in the form of a dialogue in which the emperor seeks information from his minister Ch’I-Po
on questions of health and the art of healing, it is the oldest known document in Chinese medicine. Ilza Veith’s
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extensive introduction and monumental translation, ﬁrst published in 1949, make available the historical and
philosophical foundations of traditional practices that have seen a dynamic revival in China and throughout the West.
A new foreword by Linda L. Barnes places the translation in its historic contexts, underlining its signiﬁcance to the
Western world’s understanding of Chinese medical practice.

PSYCHOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY
THE FORGOTTEN REVOLUTION
HOW SCIENCE WAS BORN IN 300 BC AND WHY IT HAD TO BE REBORN
Springer Science & Business Media The period from the late fourth to the late second century B. C. witnessed, in
Greek-speaking countries, an explosion of objective knowledge about the external world. WhileGreek culture had
reached great heights in art, literature and philosophyalreadyin the earlier classical era, it is in the so-called
Hellenistic period that we see for the ?rst time — anywhere in the world — the appearance of science as we understand
it now: not an accumulation of facts or philosophically based speculations, but an or- nized eﬀort to model nature and
apply such models, or scienti?ctheories in a sense we will make precise, to the solution of practical problems and to a
growing understanding of nature. We owe this new approach to scientists such as Archimedes, Euclid, Eratosthenes
and many others less familiar todaybut no less remarkable. Yet, not long after this golden period, much of this
extraordinary dev- opment had been reversed. Rome borrowed what it was capable of from the Greeks and kept it for a
little while yet, but created very little science of its own. Europe was soon smothered in theobscurantism and stasis
that blocked most avenues of intellectual development for a thousand years — until, as is well known, the rediscovery
of ancient culture in its fullness paved the way to the modern age.

THE YELLOW EMPEROR'S CLASSIC OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
Univ of California Press The Yellow Emperor's Classic has become a landmark in the history of Chinese civilization.
Since 1949, when this ﬁrst translation of the olest known document in Chinese medicine was published, traditional
medical practice has seen a dynamic revival in China and throughout many countries in the Western world. Elements of
this time-honored therapy, including acupuncture and the harmony of human spirit with the natural world, have
become part of mainstream medical practice; The Yellow Emperor's Classic provides the historical and philosophical
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foundation of this practice. Ilza Veith provides an extensive introduction to her monumental translation of this classic
work, which is written in the form of a dialogue in which the emperor seeks information from his minister Ch-I Po on all
questions of health and the art of healing.

HEADACHE AND FACIAL PAIN
Thieme Divided into four parts, the classiﬁcation criteria as well as etiologic factors and pathogenic mechanisms of
headache and diﬀerent types of facial pain are examined in the ﬁrst part of the book. The second part deals with
general problems concerning diagnosis and choice of treatment. The last two parts analyze the individual pathologies
at the root of headache (part three) and facial pain (part four): A wide variety of classic and diﬃcult clinical cases are
presented. The book can therefore be regarded as a study and consultation manual for neurologists, headache
specialists, algologists, anaesthetists, dentists, internists, general practitioners, and all those interested in the
problem of headache and facial pain.

EDUCATION BEGINS BEFORE BIRTH
HOTEL FLORIDA: TRUTH, LOVE, AND DEATH IN THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR
Farrar, Straus and Giroux A spellbinding story of love amid the devastation of the Spanish Civil War Madrid, 1936. In a
city blasted by a civil war that many fear will cross borders and engulf Europe—a conﬂict one writer will call "the
decisive thing of the century"—six people meet and ﬁnd their lives changed forever. Ernest Hemingway, his career
stalled, his marriage sour, hopes that this war will give him fresh material and new romance; Martha Gellhorn, an
ambitious novice journalist hungry for love and experience, thinks she will ﬁnd both with Hemingway in Spain. Robert
Capa and Gerda Taro, idealistic young photographers based in Paris, want to capture history in the making and are
inventing modern photojournalism in the process. And Arturo Barea, chief of the Spanish government's foreign press
oﬃce, and Ilsa Kulcsar, his Austrian deputy, are struggling to balance truth-telling with loyalty to their sometimes
compromised cause—a struggle that places both of them in peril. Beginning with the cloak-and-dagger plot that
precipitated the ﬁrst gunshots of the war and moving forward month by month to the end of the conﬂict. Hotel Florida
traces the tangled and disparate wartime destinies of these three couples against the backdrop of a critical moment in
history: a moment that called forth both the best and the worst of those caught up in it. In this noir landscape of spies,
soldiers, revolutionaries, and artists, the shadow line between truth and falsehood sometimes became faint
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indeed—your friend could be your enemy and honesty could get you (or someone else) killed. Years later, Hemingway
would say, "It is very dangerous to write the truth in war, and the truth is very dangerous to come by." In Hotel
Florida, from the raw material of unpublished letters and diaries, oﬃcial documents, and recovered reels of ﬁlm, the
celebrated biographer Amanda Vaill has created a narrative of love and reinvention that is, ﬁnally, a story about truth:
ﬁnding it, telling it, and living it—whatever the cost. *INCLUDES 16 PAGES OF BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

STUDIES IN FREEMASONRY AND THE COMPAGNONNAGE
Sophia Perennis René Guénon (1886-1951) was one of the great luminaries of the twentieth century, whose critique of
the modern world has stood fast against the shifting sands of intellectual fashion. His extensive writings, now ﬁnally
available in English, are a providential treasure-trove for the modern seeker: while pointing ceaselessly to the
perennial wisdom found in past cultures ranging from the Shamanistic to the Indian and Chinese, the Hellenic and
Judaic, the Christian and Islamic, and including also Alchemy, Hermeticism, and other esoteric currents, they direct the
reader also to the deepest level of religious praxis, emphasizing the need for aﬃliation with a revealed tradition even
while acknowledging the ﬁnal identity of all spiritual paths as they approach the summit of spiritual realization.
Studies in Freemasonry and the Compagnonnage is both an attempt to rediscover the lost roots of Masonry and a
fascinating look into the many controversies swirling around the subject of Masonry in serious intellectual circles
during the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century. It must also be classed, along with Symbols of Sacred Science, Spiritual
Authority and Temporal Power, Traditional Forms and Cosmic Cycles, The Esoterism of Dante, Insights into Christian
Esoterism and Insights into Islamic Esoterism and Taoism-not to mention related sections in many of his other booksas one of René Guénon's masterful excursions into esoteric myth, symbolism, and secret history. Freemasonry may
indeed be, as Guénon ultimately concluded, a largely degenerated and thus no longer strictly 'operative' oﬀshoot of a
true initiatory lineage; yet its symbolism, like that of the original Rosicrucians, remains profound, traditional, and
therefore ultimately legitimate. And given that the 'Spirit bloweth where it listeth', it is always possible that symbolism
of this order may awaken in a receptive soul intimations of the Truth and the Way, which can be of inestimable of value
in 'the path to the Path', the quest for a living initiatory spirituality.

CHINESE ACUPUNCTURE
Paradigm Publications Soulie de Morant's masterpiece is the most detailed study of acupuncture available in a Western
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language. It was nominated for a Nobel prize and provided the foundation for French acupuncture. This text is divided
into 5 parts: the energetics of acupuncture, the application of the energetics, physiology, meridians and points, and
treatment. This book is a unique historical document, but more than this, it is the most practical of texts and has
already served a generation of clinicians well.

10 QUESTIONS SCIENCE CAN'T ANSWER (YET).
Annotation In the space of 60 seconds a body processes one quadrillion atoms of oxygen, several trillion molecules of
carbon dioxide, and the untold products of digestion. After forty years, 90% of the atoms in our body are diﬀerent. So
are you still the same person? Science writer Michael Hanlon takes us into the depths of this and other scientiﬁc
mysteries, exploring the oft-asked questions of young and old alike. In witty, engaging prose, Hanlon asks: · Does your
dog have a soul? · Will we ever be able to live forever? · Are we getting smarter? · Is science really ready to discount
the possibility of ghosts? Science may not have all the answers (yet), but while taking us on this grand tour of today's
scientiﬁc conundrums, Hanlon reveals the complexities behind the mysteries that persist, and shows us that the
answers may be coming sooner than we think.

COSMETIC ACUPUNCTURE, SECOND EDITION
A TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE APPROACH TO COSMETIC AND DERMATOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Singing Dragon A guide to the diagnosis and treatment of cosmetic and dermatological problems with practical
instruction on how to perform treatment techniques. Thambirajah explains the energetic imbalances which cause skin
diseases and the problems of early ageing, and describes how they can be treated successfully. Skin problems occur
because the Blood, Qi, yin and yang of the body are not in balance and the book discusses how these can be balanced
by acupuncture therapy. The therapy for a cosmetic problem has three steps: 1) to balance the body energies that
cause the problem, 2) to treat the problem locally, 3) changing the diet and lifestyle of the patients with these
problems. Concepts are accompanied with useful illustrations throughout, demonstrating the methods described. This
second edition also contains new material on needling and massage techniques. This is a comprehensive and
authoritative textbook on the topic for practising acupuncturists and Chinese Medicine practitioners.
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ACUPUNCTURE ANESTHESIA
A TRANSLATION OF A CHINESE PUBLICATION OF THE SAME TITLE
FUTURE MEMORY
Hampton Roads Publishing There are many diﬀerent paths to the future. According to P.M.H. Atwater, one of the
foremost investigators into near-death experiences, future memory allows people to "live" life in advance and
remember the experience in detail when something triggers that memory. Atwater explains the unifying, and
permanent, eﬀect of that experience is a brain a "brain shift" which she believes "may be at the very core of existence
itself." In Future Memory, Atwater shows that structural and chemical changes are occurring in our brains, changes
indicative of higher evolutionary development. This mind-blowing exploration of a mind-blowing topic traces her
ﬁndings about this phenomenon and explores its implications for the individual and for society. Future Memory:
Provides a series of steps to assist in developing future memory Explores new models of time, existence, and
consciousness Presents an in-depth study of the brain shift and how it can be experienced Oﬀers an extensive
appendix and resource manual Future Memory is an important step in understanding the relationship between human
perception and reality.

SOMATOEMOTIONAL RELEASE
DECIPHERING THE LANGUAGE OF LIFE
North Atlantic Books Developed by the author, SomatoEmotional Release is a technique for bringing psychotherapeutic
elements into CranioSacral therapy. It helps rid the mind and body of the residual eﬀects of trauma by anatomically
freeing the central channel of the body. John E. Upledger presents the history, theory, and practice of this subtle form
of healing. A result of meaningful, intentioned touch, SomatoEmotional Release allows for identiﬁcation and removal of
energy cysts along with their associated emotions.

WHERE DO WE COME FROM
Lulu.com The sensational ﬁndings of a himalayan expedition.Unlocking the Secrets of the Himalayas.
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MATERIA MEDICA PURA
LEDUM-VERBASCUM.
APHORISMS
Good Press "Aphorisms" by Hippocrates (translated by Francis Adams). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction and non-ﬁction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

SURFACE ANATOMY - E-BOOK
THE ANATOMICAL BASIS OF CLINICAL EXAMINATION
Elsevier Health Sciences This innovative and highly praised book describes the visible and palpable anatomy that forms
the basis of clinical examination. The ﬁrst chapter considers the anatomical terms needed for precise description of
the parts of the body and movements from the anatomical positions. The remaining chapters are regionally organised
and colour photographs demonstrate visible anatomy. Many of the photographs are reproduced with numbered
overlays, indicating structures that can be seen, felt, moved or listened to. The surface markings of deeper structures
are indicated together with common sites for injection of local anaesthetic, accessing blood vessels, biopsying organs
and making incisions. The accompanying text describes the anatomical features of the illustrated structures. Over 250
colour photographs with accompanying line drawings to indicate the position of major structures. The seven regionally
organised chapters cover all areas of male and female anatomy. The text is closely aligned with the illustrations and
highlights the relevance for the clinical examination of a patient. Includes appropriate radiological images to aid
understanding. All line drawings now presented in colour to add clarity and improve the visual interpretation. Includes
20 new illustrations of palpable and visible anatomy. Revised text now more closely tied in with the text and with
increasing emphasis on clinical examination of the body.
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VETERA ANALECTA
THETAHEALING®
INTRODUCING AN EXTRAORDINARY ENERGY HEALING MODALITY
Hay House, Inc Discover the worldwide phenomenon of ThetaHealing® and how it can help you to achieve
transformational healing in this revised and updated edition of Vianna Stibal's deﬁnitive guide. In 1995, Vianna Stibal
was diagnosed with a serious health condition. When conventional and alternative medicine failed her, she discovered
a simple technique that cured her illness and sparked a worldwide phenomenon. ThetaHealing® is essentially applied
quantum physics. Using a theta brain wave, which until now was believed to be accessible only in deep sleep or yogilevel meditation, the practitioner is able to connect with the energy of All That Is - the energy in everything - to
identify issues with and witness healings on the physical body, and to identify and change limiting beliefs. In this
revised and updated edition, you will discover: - the belief and feeling work that can instantly change the thinking
within you that creates illness - the 7 Planes of Existence, a concept that allows you to connect to the highest level of
love and energy of All That Is - how to develop the ability to change on all levels: physically, mentally, emotionally and
spiritually, using the Creator of All That Is.

BEHIND THE FORBIDDEN DOOR
TRAVELS IN UNKNOWN CHINA
Henry Holt

A FORTUNE-TELLER TOLD ME
HarperCollins Warned by a Hong Kong fortune-teller not to risk ﬂying for a year, Tiziano Terzani, a vastly experienced
Asia correspondent, took his ﬁrst step into an unknown world. Traveling by foot, train, bus, car, and boat, and
consulting soothsayers and shamans along the way, Terzani discovered as never before the complex traditions and
unexpected delights of the people and lands he had been reporting on for years. "I was marked for death, " writes
Terzani, "and instead I was reborn."
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OPENING THE ARK OF THE COVENANT
THE SECRET POWER OF THE ANCIENTS, THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR CONNECTION, AND THE SEARCH FOR THE
HOLY GRAIL
Red Wheel/Weiser Through his worldwide research into its disappearance, author Frank Joseph has learned that the
Ark was not a mere legend; nor was it just an elaborate box used to store the original Ten Commandments. It was, he
asserts, purpose-built to harness the powers of the Earth for humanity's continued physical existence and spiritual
evolutions.

PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY
WITH THEIR APPLICATIONS TO THE TRAINING AND DISCIPLINE OF THE MIND, AND THE STUDY OF ITS MORBID
CONDITIONS
ONE MORE RIDE ON THE MERRY-GO-ROUND
Harper Collins When he is diagnosed with cancer, in the silence of the hospital room broken only by the swish of cars
outside, Italian writer Tiziano Terzani realizes that his whole life has been one long ride on a merry-go-round where he
has always journeyed without a ticket. Now, for the ﬁrst time, the ticket collector has come to demand his dues.At
ﬁrst, Terzani turns to Western medicine for a cure, but a question soon begins to haunt him: is cancer, as the doctors
say, an enemy that needs to be destroyed, or is it a friend one can talk to? Travelling had always been a way of life for
him, so he decides to make another trip, in search of a solution - to India. This ﬁnal ride turns out to be very diﬀerent
though. And more diﬃcult. Because every step, every choice - often between reason and faith, between science and
magic - is inextricably linked to his own survival. As he crisscrosses the country from an ashram in Coimbatore to a hut
in Almora, the external journey in search of a cure transforms into an inner journey and a return to the divine roots of
man. Then, one day, as he looks at the sun rising over the mountains, he stumbles upon the one truth that has eluded
him: death is as desirable and eternal as life itself.A bestseller in Europe, this is a book about modern medicine and
alternative cures, and the quest to understand the true meaning of mortality.
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THE CHANNELS OF ACUPUNCTURE CARDS
CLINICAL USE OF THE SECONDARY CHANNELS AND EIGHT EXTRAORDINARY VESSELS
Churchill Livingstone Flash cards allow students and practitioners of acupuncture to test themselves on the channels
and extraordinary vessels of acupuncture.

GLI ANIMALI PARLANTI: POEMA EPICO DI GIAMBATTISTA CASTI
Wentworth Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As
a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

PERSON CENTERED ASTROLOGY
Red Wheel/Weiser Lucid and inspiring material on the purpose and value of Astrology in New Age Guidance, and the
diﬀerence between an event-oriented approach, and a person-centred view. Topics covered include: Event Oriented vs.
Person Centred; Planetary Patterns; Aspect Patterns; Birth Charts as a Whole; Astrology in New Age Guidance;
Astrology as Karma Yoga; Planetary & Lunar Nodes; The Moment of Interpretation. Sample horoscopes of well-known
people, Assagioli, Freud, Nietzche and others illustrate clearly the techniques described. Two complete detailed case
histories are given, enabling the reader to concretely experience Rudhyar's holistic approach in action. This book
represents the harvest of Rudhyar's innovative astrological and philosophical thinking, practically applied to individual
birth charts.
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